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BBC Languages - Multimedia-Based Language Study Tour

This entertaining language course will take you on a journey into the Spanish
language and culture. The content of the course includes lots of practice for listening
skills.

Annenberg Learner - High-Quality Video Course

In this video series you join Raquel on her travels and learn about the Spanish
language at the same time. With English explanations and exercises.

YouTube: Señor Jordan - Learn in Units

In 11 video units with a test at the end, Señor Jordan provides an excellent
introduction to the Spanish language. Perfect for absolute beginners! English subtitles
can be turned on in the video settings.

OpenLearn - Multifaceted Course

This Spanish learning course is focused on public spaces and how to get by in a
Spanish-speaking city. The course deals with all areas of Spanish learning: grammar,
vocabulary, reading comprehension and cultural studies.

OpenLearn - Advanced Course with Audio

Using a number of exercises and informative texts, this learning course is focused on
the topic of art. You will also improve your grammar and listening skills during the
course.

OpenLearn - Short Course on Spanish History

This short course will help you improve your reading comprehension while learning
about Spanish cities and history at the same time. You will learn how to use the past
tense and related vocabulary, as well.

Duolingo - Learn Spanish in Short Lessons

Duolingo's learning platform is based on short exercises in vocabulary and grammar
– an excellent way to get started with Spanish. This well-designed website is free to
use, but you will need to create a free account to begin the course.

Langmaster - Extensive Course

You can use this Spanish language course to improve your Spanish skills with a
variety of different exercises. Learn lesson by lesson with audio recordings and
interactive content.

Spanish.about.com - Spanish for Beginners

This English website will help you learn the basics of the Spanish language. The
course includes lessons on grammar, pronunciation, writing, and vocabulary.
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